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The EBA announced its Sustainable Finance Action Plan in December 2019, in the context of four Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 
regulatory mandates introduced in its founding regulation and revised CRR 2/CRD 5 package: (1) consider sustainability in business models (2) 
assess the potential inclusion of ESG risks in the supervisory review and evaluation process (SREP), (3) specify ESG risks’ disclosures as part of the 
comprehensive technical standard on Pillar3, and (4) evaluate the prudential treatment of exposures with ESG objectives.  

EBA’s SF Action Plan outlines high-level expectations, policy guidance and technical standards in four building blocks illustrated below.   
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Stress Testing &
Scenario Analysis

• Use scenario analysis as 
an explorative tool to 
assess the exposure to 
climate-related physical
and transition risks 

ESG in Strategy & 
Risk Management 

• Incorporate ESG into 
Business Strategy 

• Incorporate ESG in Risk 
Management and 
Internal Controls

Climate & ESG 
Metrics and Disclosure

• Implement climate risk 
(and gradually other ESG) 
metrics for all portfolios

• Improve NFRD Climate 
Supplement disclosures

Prudential Treatment of 
ESG exposures 

• The EBA will evaluate 
whether climate-related, 
and other ESG objectives 
warrant a different 
prudential treatment 
based on their risk. 

EBA’s Sustainable Finance Action Plan:  Key Regulatory Expectations  
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Milestones for regulatory guidance and ESG technical standards: 

* ITS: Implementing Technical Standards 

June 2020

Final draft on inclusion of 
ESG risks in SREP

June 2021

Draft of ITS* on Pillar 3
ESG Disclosure (CRR2)

June 2022

Pillar 3 ESG 
Disclosures expected 
to become applicable

2022-2024

Discussion Paper on 
Prudential Treatment

2022-2024

New EBA Guidelines / 
update: ESG risk in 

SREP**

Final Guidelines on Loan 
Origination & 

Monitoring: collection & 
incorporation of ESG 

risks 

Nov 2020

Consultation: 
ESG in Risk 

Management &  
Supervision 
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On November 3, 2020 the EBA released a consultation in form of a Discussion Paper: “Management and Supervision of ESG Risks” in the context 
of the Action Plan on Sustainable Finance announced in 2019.  The objectives are to present EBA’s understanding of the relevance of ESG risks for 
a sound functioning of the financial sector and collect comments from stakeholders for the final report, due in June 2021. Beyond these stated 
objectives, the document is very informative and well worth reading.



The EBA ESG Consultation results will be considered in EBA’s mandate to include ESG risks in Pillar 3 disclosures. This document 
focuses on Section 4 “ESG Definitions” and Section 5 “Indicators & Methodologies”.  Sections 6 “Policy Recommendations for Institutions” and 
Section 7 “Policy Recommendations for Supervisors” will be discussed in our next edition. 
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• ESG risks in business 
models analysis 

• ESG long term assessment 
(new)

• ESG in internal governance
• ESG risks to capital 
• ESG risks to liquidity 

funding 

• ESG factors definitions
• ESG risks definitions
• Transmission channels 

(physical, transition 
and  liability risks)

• ESG indicators & 
metrics

• Tools and methods 
to evaluate ESG 
risks

• ESG in business strategy 
and processes

• ESG in internal governance 
• ESG in risk management 

framework, incl. scenario 
analysis and stress testing 
over longer terms 

• Investment firms 

Section 4: 
Common 
definitions

Section 5: 
ESG indicators,

metrics and
methods

Section 7:
ESG risks in   
supervision

Section 6: 
ESG risk

management
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The proposed definitions focus on the impact of ESG factors on institution’s counterparties, as opposed to ESG’s risks of institutions own 
operations (which are fully controlled by the bank and expected to already be fully considered in risk management and internal governance 
frameworks).  

If we expand the GHG Protocol terminology to all ESG factors, these definitions are equivalent to Scope 3 “financed” ESG risks. These would 
require significant additional data to be collected, processed and analysed by banks as part of all their processes, from loan origination, through 
risk management to reporting and disclosures.  

Environmental risks: proposed definitions 

Risks posed by the exposure of institutions to counterparties that 
may potentially be negatively affected by environmental factors, including 
factors resulting from the climate change and from other environmental 
degradation i.e. water use. 

Transition Risk

Risks posed by the exposure of 
institutions to counterparties that 
may potentially be negatively 
affected by the transition to a low 
carbon, climate-resilient or 
environmentally sustainable 
economy

Risks posed by the exposure of 
institutions to counterparties that 
may potentially be negatively 
affected by the physical effects of 
climate change or other 
environmental factors including 
acute and chronic physical effects 

Physical Risk

Social risks 
Risks triggered by the exposure of institutions to 
counterparties that may potentially be negatively affected 
by social factors i.e. working conditions

Governance risks 
Refers to risks posed by the exposure of institutions to 
counterparties that may potentially be negatively affected 
by governance factors i.e. poor code of conduct

Liability risks 
Risks stemming from compensation for losses that 
counterparties may have incurred through their activities due 
to ESG factors.

Other proposed definitions 
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The EBA suggests a comprehensive approach for the identification, evaluation and incorporation of ESG risks in business strategies, governance 
and risk management (refer to left box below).  

The evaluation of ESG risks should involve qualitative and quantitative indicators that would allow sustainability aspects to gradually be 
incorporated into financial decision making. To achieve this goal, the identification and evaluation of potential ESG risk drivers are the starting 
points. The assessment method to be used depends on the size, complexity and business models of institutions. It is expected that existing  
methodologies (cfr. right box below) will evolve and therefore the overall approach should remain flexible and entail formal feedback loops. 
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A Comprehensive Approach to the Assessment of ESG Risks

Identification Evaluation ESG incorporation 

Incorporation of ESG 
risks in all policies, 
processes and 
controls: 

• Business strategy
• Internal Governance
• Risk management

Classification of 
exposures according 
to ESG factors

• By asset class
• By sector
• By counterparty 
• By geography 

• By maturity

Estimation of ESG 
risks using various  
methodologies

• “Exposure” method
• Portfolio alignment 

methods  
• Risk framework 

method (including 
climate change stress 
tests)

• Exposure method
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Evaluation Methodologies 

Risk
Framework

Classification of exposures 
based on ESG scoring

Measure resilience of 
institutions through:
• Climate stress tests
• Sensitivity analysis

Alignment of portfolios to the 
Paris Agreement two degrees 

scenario

Exposures
(Scoring) 

Portfolio 
Alignment



The EBA’s ESG Consultation proposes a non-exhaustive list of ESG indicators in its Annex.  These indicators can be used as KPIs and help 
institutions and supervisors to identify and evaluate the ESG characteristics of their counterparties, at asset and portfolio level. The list of 
indicators is illustrative and doesn’t distinguish between core/ mandatory or expanded / voluntary indicators. It is expected that the list will 
evolve over time.  

The EBA doesn’t mention whether this list of indicators, or a subset, will be included in its Pillar 3 ESG Disclosure proposal which is expected to 
be published in the first quarter 2021. 

▪ Forced and child labour
▪ Gender pay gap
▪ Discrimination

▪ Bribery and corruption
▪ Values and Ethics
▪ Transparency

▪ GHG Emissions (Scope 1,2,3)
▪ Air pollution 
▪ Biodiversity

Environmental
18 indicators 

Social
30 indicators 

Governance
13 indicators

Examples: 

ESG Indicators| EBA’s Consultation on ESG Risk Management and Supervision

Type of 
indicators 
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How we can support your teams

We can support or assist your teams with the following: 

• A six-module climate/ESG training program. 

• A gradual approach and methodology for risk identification and 
evaluation of climate, other ESG in your portfolios (“heat mapping”). 

• Operational implementation (e.g., work plan) to address data and 
disclosures considerations. 

• Design and execution of maturity assessment  procedures, 
roadmaps for gradual alignment, and documentation to support 
supervisory dialogue.  

• Evaluation of impact on Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment 
(ICAAP) and Risk Appetite (RAF). 

• Support the design and documentation of Climate Scenario 
Analysis and Stress Testing processes.  

Contact us for more information:

monica.rebreanu@impact-plus.eu

Contributor:  Keilyn Ramos, ESG Analyst @IMPACTplus  
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